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Chapter 2761

Several people were very angry.

“Nothing is the best! Just in case!”

“What if they do it seamlessly, including space anomalies! Are they all done?”

Cao Zhiguo said.

In fact, Lu Xiong wanted to support Cao Zhiguo’s remarks.

But after all, he still didn’t say anything.

In his position, he still cannot easily state his position.

“Old Cao! Do you know the scale of this space anomaly? It makes all research institutions in
the world crazy and can affect certain things in the world!

If someone really has this kind of technology! How come we are not opponents of others!
Besides, people don’t need to deal with us in such a sneaky way! “

Xiao Liejun said.

Hong Qingcang and Jiang Ye even said: “Impossible! I don’t believe that others have such a
technology! It can create anomalies in outer space! It also makes scientists all over the
world crazy, and the source cannot be found for a time!”

“So everything is a coincidence! It has nothing to do with other people! Besides, we have
eliminated the danger! We only believe in the facts we see…”



Everyone is talking about this.

Cao Zhiguo is not good to say anything.

Anyway, the Underworld God told him that he had already begun to act.

Leading everyone came to support.

Even more shocking than last time.

“Forget it, I can’t be idle either! If something happens, it is estimated that something will
happen on the front line! I can help in front!”

Cao Zhiguo immediately packed his things and took people to the front.

But others don’t care.

After all, none of the situations mentioned occurred.

What are you worried about?

Nothing happens!

Even Cao Zhiguo’s behavior seemed to them a bit stupid.

What are you going to do?

Free time every day!

Only toss people!

The last one who was so idle was Levi Garrison!

After causing such a great loss to Daxia, the others disappeared.

I haven’t found it yet.

Doesn’t show up yet.



Cao Zhiguo now looks exactly like Levi Garrison!

After starting the action.

The Lab of the Gods is always staring at the situation.

They first restored the major monitoring stations and sent a recovery message to
Yanlongwei.

In fact, all of them are arranged by them.

Chapter 2762

Secondly, Leviathan did not directly attack, but hidden, giving a false signal to the forward
observation post.

The front observation posts are connected to each other, and the defense is tight to the
point of leaking water.

The Lab of the Gods cannot penetrate and control at all.

It is not the same as a monitoring station.

The monitoring stations are highly private and there is no communication between them.

This will have the opportunity to penetrate it.

There is no chance like a frontier observation post.

“Hahaha… or the God of Forbidden Land No. 76 is amazing! Actually acted! Ready to move
closer to Daxia!”

“Hahaha! God’s brain is blundered! The calculation is wrong! Forbidden area No. 76 is
moving much faster than he expected!!!”



Mr. X smiled: “It seems that Forbidden Land No. 76 is a bit more powerful than Daxia, and a
little more sensitive! They have already noticed that it was a smoke bomb last time, and they
just waited for us to act…”

“Great, we really have the right time and place! Everything is on our side!”

“Definitely so! They acted in advance, how will Daxia come back this time?”

…

When the Underworld Gods organized elites and trump cards to come here to support, after
receiving the information, the Gods Laboratory mistakenly thought it was Forbidden Land
No. 76, after understanding everything, it was about to take action against Daxia.

“Daxia, Daxia, your real crisis is here!”

…

A large number of Leviathans have entered the vicinity of the Daxia Sea.

Daxia’s front observation post is already close at hand.

“There seems to be something abnormal!!!”

The observation tower placed in front finally found an abnormality.

“boom!”

But suddenly a Leviathan came out and surfaced.

The one-hundred-meter-high body appeared at once.

“what???”

The observation post found it for the first time.

“laugh!!!”



A beam of energy suddenly ejected from Corleviathan’s mouth.

This energy beam is unprecedentedly powerful and cannot be manufactured by existing
technology at all.

Only this level of the Gods Laboratory.

“Boom…”

The observation post in front was directly destroyed!

No messages are sent.

People have no reaction time at all.

at the same time.

Chapter 2763

One by one Leviathan appeared in the sea.

Terrible energy waves exploded from their bodies.

Destroy the frontier outpost observation stations one by one.

Hundreds of huge super creatures suddenly appeared in the calm waters just now!

Each body can spray energy waves, destroying everything.

This is really shocking!

The point is that they are not savage creatures.

It is man-made.

Everything is in order and coordinated properly.



At the same time, they surfaced and destroyed all front observation posts!

“Rumble…”

In the great movement.

Leviathans hit the coastline!

The coastline of Daxia is calm as usual.

Especially in the morning…

However, many fishing boats have already begun to move out.

Various boats stop at the coastal wharf, which is extremely crowded.

There are still traces of the previous defense positions remaining in the sea ahead…

But everyone’s face is filled with the joy of victory…

Isn’t ordinary people trying to be safe and happy?

At this moment, there are still three ships patrolling the Daxia waters.

Although the defensive line has long been withdrawn.

However, there are still daily patrols.

The three ships are on daily patrols.

“Huh? What’s the situation ahead?”

The patrol ship seemed to notice an abnormality in the front tower.

“It doesn’t seem to be right? Thirty nautical miles ahead should be the No. 3 tower? Why
isn’t it?”

“Impossible! Such a high guard tower disappeared when it disappeared?”



…

The guards of the ship were all dumbfounded.

“Not only number three! Number one and number two have also disappeared!”

“Something will happen!!!”

…

“Rumble…”

At this moment, the wave of the earth’s shaking and the swaying of the mountains came.

“Something went wrong! Send a signal quickly!”

Shouted the captain.

Immediately press the button to send out an abnormal signal! ! !

“Boom…”

Chapter 2764

As soon as the signal was sent, the ship was hit.

Turn over and sink directly.

The other two ships were also the same, in the rapid impact of Leviathan, they were directly
knocked over.

…

The speed of the Leviathans did not decrease at all and rushed directly towards the
coastline.



“Wow!”

“Wow!”

…

A Leviathan emerges!

Two hundred meters long, up to one hundred meters!

When I got out of the sea, my body trembled, and the water on my body was overwhelming,
like a torrential rain.

The second Leviathan.

The third Leviathan.

…

Hundreds!

…

Three hundred!

More than 300 Leviathans all surfaced.

However, this is not all.

There are also Leviathans converging continuously in the rear sea area.

After more than 300 Leviathans surfaced, they looked like mountains.

More than three hundred mountains suddenly appeared in the sea.

This scene is also very spectacular!

“Huh? What is that???”



The fishermen who were about to go to sea suddenly covered the sky and the sun.

It was early in the morning, and the sky was getting brighter.

But suddenly it was dark.

When I looked again, there were already hundreds of mountains ahead, covering all of them.

Become dark!

“Then… what is that??”

Many people were shocked when they saw the sight in front of them.

“Boom…”

In the next second, these “mountains” all started to move.

It rushed towards the coastline at a very fast speed.

“run!!!”

Although I don’t know what it is, everyone understands that something big happened.

Chapter 2765

One by one hurried to the coastline.

“problem occurs!!!”

“Something happened!”

…

They shouted as they ran.



Soon there was a mess on the coastline, and all the people fled.

“boom!!!”

These fishermen have just left.

The first Leviathan has arrived, with a huge foot stepped on it.

“哢嚓!”

“Patter!”

…

Those boats parked on the coast were trampled and sank to the bottom.

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

Energy waves burst out of these Leviathans, destroying everything around them wantonly.

Soon there was a mess here.

Become a purgatory on earth…

After clearing all the ships and other obstacles in the harbor, the Leviathans landed directly.

This wave was caught off guard.

Leviathans effortlessly came directly from the sea to the land of Daxia.

When the Leviathans set foot on the harbor.

Everyone in the distance can see clearly…



This giant creature is too scary.

It looks too much like the one that Da Xia Zhu killed before.

But it is obviously much stronger than the previous one.

Breathing alone can cause huge damage.

“Something happened! The disaster is coming!”

Everyone ran away.

The people beside the coastline ran away madly.

The guards near the coastline ran over immediately after the anomaly occurred.

But they are not many.

Only a few hundred people.

They immediately used advanced weapons to attack Leviathan not far away.

“Da da da da…”

“Boom boom boom…”

Chapter 2766

The powerful firepower is intertwined into a firepower net, covering Leviathan.

According to the previous battle.

These giant creatures are powerful and powerful, but they will be pierced in one shot if they
encounter the terrorist weapons of modern technology.



They have actually participated in the war, they are very experienced and know where to
fight.

Especially now hundreds of people gather together.

Plenty of firepower.

They do not need precision strikes, only firepower coverage.

Poor means precise strikes, and rich means firepower coverage.

All fear comes from lack of firepower.

Nowadays, the soldiers are strong and powerful, and the firepower is abundant.

They will not be afraid of the Leviathan in front of them!

The weapon in his hand poured out powerful firepower to wrap the Leviathan.

…

Can be a few seconds later.

Hundreds of people were stunned, and their eyes were filled with unresolved shock.

Nothing! ! !

Such fierce firepower, hitting Leviathan, could not cause any damage.

The terrifying scales on Leviathan’s body are like the toughest armor in the world, immune
to all attacks.

Even if it leaves a little scar on them.

But no!

Nothing at all!



They were able to destroy the previous Big Mac’s weapon, which was not useful for
Leviathan.

At this time, the first thought that came to their minds-Levi Garrison was right! ! !

The real disaster has come.

They are still comparing the smoke bombs released by the Lab of the Gods to the present,
can they be a good thing?

The giant creature like the smoke bomb before.

As much as you want, Doctor Dark can cultivate it for you!

It’s too easy for him!

As for the giant creature code-named Leviathan, it was developed by Doctor Dark.

Never mind that it only took a month and a half to start the plan.

But the preparation before, no one knows.
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Including Dr. Dark’s anatomical research on the blood race, and the anatomical research on
many races…

Including his research and extraction of genetic specimens of ancient giant creatures in the
world’s major national seed banks.

Use high technology to restore these ancient giant creatures.

Previously, the Lab of the Gods was very concerned about the Doomsday Seed Bank in
Kangaroo Country, because the collection of ancient creatures in Kangaroo Country’s Doom
Seed Bank was relatively complete.



It is what the Gods Lab wants most!

Doctor Dark had already salivated.

But later because of Levi Garrison’s destruction, there was no success in winning the
Doomsday Seed Bank.

In fact, they were preparing for the production of Leviathan…

It can be seen how long the preparation time is.

Moreover, the development is also complicated, and the bloodline traits of the blood race
and various strange races are all used in it.

It was restored with the genes of ancient giant creatures.

It also incorporates a variety of advanced technologies and materials.

Just created the invincible Leviathan.

You can’t kill it at all.

Even if the scales on its body surface are knocked out, they have all the characteristics of
blood and race, and they can’t kill them at all.

Even Doctor Dark injected them with the genetic seed of Forbidden Land God No. 76…

More unkillable!

And the offense is strong enough to explode.

They contain too much energy and weapons.

The attack method is rich, and the destructive power is amazing.

After all, this is the proud work of Doctor Dark!

It also consumed all resources and created more than three thousand…



It really emptied the bottom of the laboratory of the gods.

“boom!!!”

Leviathan began to fight back, an unmatched shock wave erupted from his body.

They directly destroyed the temporarily formed positions.

“Retreat! Retreat quickly!”

Everyone already knows what level Leviathan is…

A hundred times stronger than the previous one!

Knowing that I am out of enemy!

Everyone retreated!
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The snipers on the heights began to cover.

And hope to find out the weakness of Leviathan.

But soon they were locked by Leviathan.

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

Leviathan sent tracking weapons directly on his body, directly destroying high-rise buildings.



Are there shortcomings?

This is the ancient giant creature that incorporates the highest modern technology!

Can’t beat it!

Can’t help it!

“withdraw!”

“Let everyone withdraw!!! Hurry up!”

…

For a while, people in the towns in front of the port quickly evacuated.

Fortunately, there has been a large-scale evacuation experience before.

It’s completely used this time.

Evacuate as quickly as possible.

Soon, the port fell.

“Boom…”

One by one Leviathan landed, and the earth began to shake like an earthquake.

Strong waves came in bursts.

All the buildings in the port were destroyed and everything became incomparably messy.

“Hahaha, Leviathan has landed! It has landed!”

Cheers came from the laboratory of the gods.

The most difficult part of attacking Daxia is how to break the coastline and land on Daxia
land.



But now the most difficult problem is solved so easily.

“More than 500 Leviathans gathered from Dongfang Continent resisted the Daxia coastline
in nine minutes!”

“Thousands of Leviathans gathered from the Western Continent can arrive in fifty minutes
at the slowest time!”

…

Leviathan’s speed is too fast.

The whole world gathers together, and it takes no more than two or three hours at most.

Hearing this satisfactory message, Mr. X they all laughed.

“More than three thousand Leviathans, enough to drink a pot in summer!!!”

Mr. X looked at the intelligence personnel again: “Where did they go to Forbidden Land No.
76? How long will it take?”

“According to their speed, they should definitely be able to come before our last batch of
Leviathan arrives!”
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Mr. X nodded heavily: “Okay! That’s great! I believe that now they have learned about the
loss of Daxia coastline! It is estimated that they will not hesitate to enter Daxia with the help
of the name of support. Xia’s fatal blow! Da Xia will be the scene of being attacked by the
enemy!”

“Pass the order on and let all our dead men get ready! Coax them all over Daxia! Make Daxia
disconnected from end to end!”

“Secondly, let the Dark Doctor and his legion prepare to deal with the group of guys in
Forbidden Land 76!”



“You pay close attention to Da Xia’s every move! Your mission is not other, you are staring at
Da Xia’s two types of existence, whether you want to come out of the mountain! Once you
are out of the mountain, send a message to the chief priest! Let them appear!”

As the commander-in-chief of the early stage, Mr. X sorted out all actions and plans.

…

Leviathan’s speed is too fast.

Break through the port.

Break through the town.

Destroyed too much.

For a time this has become hell.

Landed effortlessly…

Giant creatures with tall mountains flooded the sky and the earth, and the scene was too
scary.

The key is still increasing.

More and more, more and more.

They have command and discipline to attack Daxia inland from all directions.

They are too powerful.

There is no need to concentrate all the power to attack a little.

They are divergent, attacking the cities of Daxia.

Daxia must be messed up from the inside out.

…



“Oh no!!!”

“Something happened! It really happened this time!”

The message from the front finally reached the rear.

Cao Zhiguo’s intelligence team discovered Leviathan on the front line, and it was
immediately transmitted to Cao Zhiguo.

at the same time.

Yanlongwei headquarters was flooded with alarms.

“Didididi…”

The harsh sound has never been cut off.

Distress signals are sent everywhere along the coastline of Daxia!
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One after another, tens of thousands of urgent distress signals resounded through the
master control room.

It tests the carrying capacity of the machine!

Panic!

The entire control room panicked!

Everyone was paralyzed and completely relaxed due to Cao Zhiguo’s drama not long ago.

But the next emergency signals came.

Everyone panicked.



correct!

Cao Zhiguo is right!

Levi Garrison is even more right!

“The frontier observation post found an anomaly! An anomaly was found!”

“The three coasts of the East China Sea are all lost!”

“The three coastlines of the South China Sea are all lost!”

“Urgent! Urgent! Unknown giant creatures have breached the coastlines and landed!!! Great
losses have been caused ahead!”

“Our department is organizing the evacuation! A large area has been abandoned!”

“Our team has already fought against the unknown giant creatures! This group of monsters
can’t kill at all, and they can’t hurt them at all! They have rich attack methods…They are a
hundred times stronger than the giant creatures we defeated before!”

“Our team has encountered three giant creatures and is fighting to the death. Our team has
suffered heavy losses! We are ready for the entire army to be overthrown!”

“One hundred thousand in a hurry! Our city is being attacked fiercely by giant creatures! Our
18,000 people are ready to sacrifice! Swear to live and die with the city!”

“Help! Base City No. 18 is lost! Unknown giant creatures are still attacking!”

“Help! Base City No. 27 is lost!!!”

“The latest news! More than a thousand of these giant creatures have landed! They are not
gathered together! They are more than a hundred units, attacking the city in all directions of
Daxia!”

“Help! Help! Pray to construct a defensive line immediately! Block all the giant creatures!”

…



The urgent messages are really one after another.

The alarm sounded dididily all the time.

The sound is like the bell of the countdown to death, striking in everyone’s heart.

Everyone was sweating, their bodies were trembling, their legs were weak, and they were
even unable to walk.

“Something happened! Hurry up and call the leaders! Hurry up!”

“Something happened! Hurry, hurry!”

…

It’s messed up!

Yan Longwei was in a mess.

Completely messed up!

There are sounds everywhere.

One person is at a loss.

When Cao Zhiguo received the message from his subordinates, he immediately speeded up
and rushed to the front line.


